Achievements of Women in STIM Poster Competition Winners Announced
On April 17, 50 student researchers presented their research in the first annual Achievements of Women in STIM poster competition. This was an interdisciplinary competition, and all women whose research connects with or utilizes technology, science, informatics, or math were invited to present their research. Read more here.

WESiT Elects New Executive Board
Women Empowering Success in Technology (WESiT), CEWiT’s student alliance, has elected the following officers for the 2015-2016 academic year: Isabel Hubeny, Treasurer; Shannon Grimme, Secretary; Hannah Ripley, Undergraduate Co-Chair; Divya Singhal, Master’s Co-Chair; and Christine Hsieh, PhD Co-Chair.

FREE Award-winning play with pre-show reception TOMORROW!
Truth Values: One Girl’s Romp Through M.I.T’s Male Math Maze is a 75-minute, one-woman, award-winning play being performed tomorrow. CEWiT is hosting a pre-show reception, and a post-show panel will also take place. This event is free but ticketed. Read more here.

IUWebSIG Hosts Coffee & Code Thursday
CEWiT’s IUWebSIG invites creative coders from all skill levels to talk, write code, and work on any technology project Thursday from 5-7pm in the IMU Starbucks. CEWiT is providing free coffee to all attendees. Read more here.

CEWiT is Hiring
The Center of Excellence for Women in Technology is seeking a Graduate Assistant for the 2015-16 school year to support CEWiT’s Program Manager, maintain CEWiT’s website, and manage CEWiT’s eNewsletter, among other duties. For more information and to apply, read more here.

Through the Gates: New Blog from IU Provost
Check out IU Provost Lauren Robel’s new blog, Through the Gates: Perspectives from IU Bloomington. There are three posts recapping CEWiT’s Techie Women Have More… Conference, as well as information about current IU programs and events. Read more here.

IU Faculty Receives NSF Grant to Research Women in STEM
Dr. Mary Murphy, assistant professor in Psychological and Brain Sciences at IU Bloomington, received a $2.2 million National Science Foundation grant to explore the influence of hidden signals on women’s success in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). Read more here.

Techie Women Staff Needed for IUWIT Spotlights
IU Women in Technology (IUWIT) is seeking techie women staff from any IU campus to feature in their tech spotlights and write blog posts. Email iuwit@iu.edu if interested. See examples of the spotlights and check out the blog post written by IUWIT intern Arielle Moss. Read more here.

IU’s Media School to Launch Game Design Degree Program
Indiana University’s new Media School recently announced that it has approved an innovative new undergraduate degree in game design. The new degree offers a core set of about 30 classes designed to give students a taste of all of the skills needed to
work in interactive media. Read more here.

**STIM Living Learning Center Takes on the Windy City**
The last weekend in March, the STIM Living Learning Center took a trip to Chicago, IL, to see the Argonne National Laboratory and the Museum of Science and Industry. Check out IU's Women in STIM blog to read more.

**Upcoming Events**

- **Truth Values: One Girl's Romp Through M.I.T.'s Male Math Maze:** Tuesday, April 28, 2015, 6:30PM – 8:30PM, Wells-Metz Theater
- **IUWebSIG Coffee & Code:** Thursday, April 28, 2015, 5:00PM – 7:00PM, IMU Starbucks

**Did You Know?**

- …that the ESA Foundation Scholarship Program is offering scholarships to women and minority students who are pursuing degrees leading to careers in Computer and Video Game Arts?
- …that CDW is hiring an IU Bloomington Campus Intern?
- …that if you missed the IUWIT session on “Creating Effective Presentations” you can check out the video archive?
- …that HigherEd Tech Decisions has a list of the “10 Best College Apps to Help Students Ace Exams”?

**Featured Photo**
Students who participated in CEWIT’s Research Experiences for Undergraduate Women (CEWIT REU-W) program pose with their instructor, Kelly Berkson, and AI, Renae Comulada, after the Achievements of Women in STIM poster competition on Friday, April 17, 2015.
Do you have something newsworthy? **Let us know!**

If you received a forward of this newsletter and would like to join CEWiT’s mailing list, you can do so [here](#).